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I. INTRODUCTION: THE DIGITIZATION OF THE MUSIC INDUSTRY 

The music business is an evolving industry, given the vast technological changes 
constantly altering the way music is consumed. Copyright law governs the music industry, 
giving artists, including musical artists, property rights in the work they create.1 In 1909, 
Congress enacted mechanical copyright laws to protect copyright owners’ published 
work.2 Nearly 80 years later, music is now consumed digitally.3 

This Note will explore the issues encompassing music’s digital era, specifically the 
tension between streaming companies desiring vast catalogues at little expense, and 
songwriters and music publishers who should be paid fairly for the work they create. This 
Note will analyze the likely effects of the Music Modernization Act (MMA) for copyright 
owners and streaming companies. Then, this Note recommends record labels and artists 
find contractual solutions to ensure artists are being paid adequately for their work. This is 
significant because the MMA does not address the issues with streaming services giving 
company equity to record labels, so the streaming services can pay less in royalty rates to 
labels. 

Part II discusses the legal and business differences between non-interactive and 
interactive streaming services. This Part also explores the history of, purpose of, and 
changes brought by the MMA. Part III analyzes current copyright law and additional 
licensing laws Congress created with the MMA, Spotify’s substitution of equity for 
royalties with record labels, and the role the record label has between a streaming company 
and copyright owner. Part IV argues legislation will not fix all of the music industry’s 
issues with digital music streaming. This Note concludes by recommending a new industry 
standard: revenue-driving copyright owners and record labels should contract, so royalty 
revenues from revenue-driving artists are dispersed to the remaining artists at the label.4 

 

 1.  Thomas M. Lenard & Lawrence J. White, Moving Music Licensing into the Digital Era: More 
Competition and Less Regulation, 23 UCLA ENT. L. REV. 133, 135 (2016). 
 2.  Id. 
 3.  Id. at 137–38. 
 4.  See infra Part IV (arguing royalty revenues via negotiated stock between a streaming company and 
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II. BACKGROUND: DIFFERENCES IN STREAMING SERVICES AND THEIR BUSINESS MODELS, 
AND THE MMA EXPLAINED 

A. Congress’s Attempts to Update Copyright Laws in Music’s Digital Age While 
Copyright Owners are Historically Under-Compensated 

Copyright laws have not kept up with the digitalization of the music industry, in which 
music listeners turn to streaming platforms like Spotify, Apple Music, Pandora, and 
YouTube to consume music rather than buying albums, tapes, records, or individual 
songs.5 Unfortunately, some streaming companies ignore copyright law by failing to obtain 
mechanical licenses for musical works. However, Congress recognized the infringement 
models some streaming companies were operating under and proposed the MMA, creating 
a blanket licensing system, a copyright royalty board, and a collective body to amass 
mechanical royalties from streaming companies on behalf of musical publishers and 
songwriters.6 The MMA was supported widely by the music industry, including both music 
publishers and songwriters themselves.7 

Previously, Congress tried to modernize copyright laws to reflect the movement from 
analogue music to digital music consumption through the Digital Performance Right in 
Sound Recordings Act of 1995 and the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998.8 The 
legislation created a public performance royalty for musical works and sound recordings 
transmitted digitally, in addition to the mechanical royalty which Congress previously 
created.9 

B. Differences Between Interactive and Non-Interactive Streaming Services 

Streaming companies subscribe to either an interactive or non-interactive business 
model.10 The distinction between a non-interactive and interactive streaming service is 
based on the licensing requirements the company must comply with as-per copyright law.11 

The Copyright Act defines an interactive service as a service which allows a user to 

 

record label). 
 5.  Bill Rosenblatt, The Big Push to Reform Music Copyright for the Digital Age, FORBES (Feb. 25, 2018, 
9:15 AM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/billrosenblatt/2018/02/25/the-big-push-to-reform-music-copyright-for-
the-digital-age/#35a5d96a2d6d (“Music creators are paid royalties through an ad-hoc patchwork of laws, industry 
conventions and private deals . . . . The industry has struggled to . . . adapt . . . as music has transitioned to 
digital.”). 
 6.  Orrin G. Hatch—Bob Goodlatte Music Modernization Act, COPYRIGHT.GOV, 
https://www.copyright.gov/music-modernization/ (last visited Feb. 13, 2019) [hereinafter Music Modernization 
Act]; Ed Christman, President Trump Signs Music Modernization Act into Law with Kid Rock, Sam Moore as 
Witnesses, BILLBOARD (Oct. 11, 2018), https://www.billboard.com/articles/business/8479476/president-trump-
signs-music-modernization-act-law-bill-signing; Jordan Bromley, The Music Modernization Act: What Is It & 
Why Does It Matter?, BILLBOARD (Feb. 23, 2018), https://www.billboard.com/articles/business/8216857/music-
modernization-act-what-is-it-why-does-it-matter-jordan-bromley. 
 7.  Nilay Patel, How the Music Modernization Act Will Help Artists Get Paid More from Streaming, THE 

VERGE (Oct. 3, 2018, 3:01 PM), https://www.theverge.com/2018/10/2/17927852/music-modernization-act-
streaming-monetization-meredith-rose-vergecast. 
 8.  Lenard & White, supra note 1, at 137. 
 9.  Id. 
 10.  Sofia Ritala, Pandora & Spotify: Legal Issues and Licensing Requirements for Interactive and Non-
Interactive Internet Radio Broadcasters, 54 IDEA: INTELL. PROP. L. REV. 23, 25 (2014). 
 11.  Id. 
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play a program specifically generated for the user or allows a user to listen to a sound 
recording chosen “on behalf” of the user.12 Streaming companies like Spotify13 and Apple 
Music are interactive streaming platforms because subscribers and casual users to the 
platforms have access to and control of content they can seemingly play instantly.14 

A streaming platform is not an interactive streaming service if the requested sound 
recording does not play within an hour of the request or at a time stipulated by the streaming 
platform or user.15 Non-interactive streaming services, like Pandora,16 provide users a 
music-consumption experience similar to radio recordings.17 

C. Licensing Models for Interactive and Non-Interactive Streaming Services 

Non-interactive and interactive streaming services provide different music 
consumption methods to users and subscribers, which result in different licensing schemes 
streaming companies follow to abide by the appropriate copyright law. 

A non-interactive streaming service—Pandora for example—is required to obtain a 
public performance license for the sound recordings and musical works it plays for 
subscribers.18 The public performance copyright allows the license holder to “perform”19 
or play the music publicly, and the copyright owner is paid and credited for the copyrighted 
musical work or sound recording.20 

Pandora obtains public performance licenses because Pandora provides musical 
works on a public platform through a “digital audio transmission.”21 Pandora does not 
reproduce or dispense the musical works and sound recordings to its subscribers like an 
interactive streaming service would because Pandora users do not control which musical 
works and sound recordings they listen to.22 Thus, non-interactive streaming services are 
required to obtain one license to abide by the Copyright Act lawfully: the public 
performance license. 

Interactive streaming companies—like Spotify and Apple Music—also obtain public 
performance licenses for musical works and sound recordings because interactive 
streaming services transmit works publicly through a digital platform.23 However, 
interactive streaming companies allow users to control what musical works and sound 
recordings they listen to and play, so the streaming service must obtain another license to 
lawfully reproduce the music disseminated amongst its users: the mechanical license.24 

An interactive streaming service is required to obtain both a public performance 
license and a mechanical license because copyright owners of musical works and sound 
 

 12.  17 U.S.C. § 114(j)(7) (2010). 
 13.  Spotify offers two modes for streaming, an interactive and non-interactive service. See infra Part II.D. 
(discussing Spotify’s business model); see infra Part II.B. (analyzing Spotify’s responsibilities as an interactive 
streaming service). 
 14.  Ritala, supra note 10, at 44. 
 15.  Id. 
 16.  See infra Part II.D. 
 17.  Ritala, supra note 10, at 44. 
 18.  Id. at 27–28. 
 19.  17 U.S.C.A. § 114(j)(7) (2010). 
 20.  Id. 
 21.  17 U.S.C.A. § 106(4) (2002); 17 U.S.C.A. § 106(6) (2002). 
 22.  Ritala, supra note 10, at 27–28. 
 23.  Id. at 25. 
 24.  Id. at 45–47. 
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recordings have a right to “exclusive distribution and reproduction rights [of the work].”25 
An interactive service reproduces and distributes the work—when the service allows users 
to select music to play imminently—thus needing to obtain both licenses. 

Unlike non-interactive streaming services, interactive streaming services cannot 
obtain public performance licenses through the same statutory scheme—17 U.S.C.A. § 
114—because an interactive service must negotiate with the copyright owner or a sound 
recording performance rights association.26 A copyright owner of a musical work or sound 
recording has the exclusive right to distribute and copy their work.27 A mechanical license 
allows a copyright owner to make money from other entities distributing and copying the 
sound recording.28  Interactive streaming services are required to negotiate with the 
copyright owners to distribute and copy the musical works or sound recordings (i.e. the 
mechanical license), so the streaming company can lawfully provide this music to users 
and subscribers at their request.29 Thus, interactive streaming services have to negotiate 
with the copyright owner—or a sound recording performance rights association—twice to 
obtain the appropriate licenses to abide by the U.S. Copyright Act. 

D. The Difference in Business Models Between Non-Interactive Services Like Pandora 
and Interactive Streaming Services Like Spotify 

1. Pandora’s Business Model 

Pandora is a non-interactive streaming platform operating under a compulsory 
licensing scheme abiding by the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 (DMCA).30 
Pandora was founded in 1999 and the Music Genome Project was its essential database.31 
The Music Genome Database was a human-made database classifying each song created 
in the database.32 In 2005, Pandora altered its efforts from business dealings to the 
consumer market by creating a digital radio service.33 Pandora uses algorithms through the 
Music Genome Project to determine user preferences for music consumption.34 

Pandora qualifies for a compulsory licensing scheme to play their music catalogue 
lawfully.35 If a company qualifies for compulsory licenses, the company is not required to 
negotiate with every single copyright owner for every song on the streaming platform. 
Instead, Pandora follows the “willing buyer/willing seller” business framework, in which 
Pandora pays a higher sound recording royalty rate.36 This framework ensures Pandora 
pays sound recording rights owners for the compulsory licenses, subject to royalty rates 

 

 25.  Id. at 46. 
 26.  Id. at 47. 
 27.  Ritala, supra note 10, at 25. 
 28.  Id. at 47. 
 29.  Id. 
 30.  James H. Richardson, The Spotify Paradox: How the Creation of a Compulsory License Scheme for 
Streaming On-Demand Music Platforms Can Save the Music Industry, 22 UCLA ENT. L. REV. 45, 53–55 (2014). 
 31.  Id. at 63. 
 32.  Id. 
 33.  Id. at 64. 
 34.  Id. 
 35.  Richardson, supra note 30, at 55. 
 36.  Id. 
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adjudicated by the Copyright Royalty Board.37 

2. Spotify as a Streaming Service 

This Note focuses primarily on Spotify’s business practices, largely because Spotify 
dominates the music streaming business.38 Spotify is the biggest music company in the 
world, worth $28 billion and with 71 million paying subscribers.39 35% of all streamed 
music is streamed through Spotify.40 

3. Spotify’s Business Model 

Spotify is a Swedish-based streaming service providing “on-demand” music 
consumption services to users.41 On April 3, 2019, Spotify debuted as a public company 
on the New York Stock Exchange.42 Spotify uses a “stream-lined user interface” and has 
applications for Apple and Android phones.43 Spotify also developed a “freemium” service 
in which users play music for free and are interrupted after a certain metric of songs by an 
advertisement.44 Spotify profits from their “freemium service” through these 
advertisements.45 Spotify also offers a premium service giving users access to Spotify’s 
catalogue without advertisements and profits from this model via subscribers’ monthly 
fees.46 

Spotify is required to pay licensing fees for every song a user requests regardless if 
the user is a paying or non-paying user, which means Spotify has hefty licensing 
expenses—required by copyright law—because of the nearly 180 million users requesting 
songs.47 

Spotify has operated at a loss since the company debuted in 2008.48 However, Spotify 
executives hope attracting more subscribers and users via Spotify’s premium and freemium 
services respectively will eventually make Spotify profitable, or, at least, closer to 
profitable than it has been.49 

E. The MMA: Congress’s Attempt to Strengthen Copyright Law and Make Music 

 

 37.  Id. 
 38.  Stephen Witt, Spotify Is, for Now, the World’s Most Valuable Music Company, NPR (Apr. 4, 2018, 
10:57 AM), https://www.npr.org/sections/therecord/2018/04/04/599385111/spotify-is-for-now-the-worlds-most-
valuable-music-company. 
 39.  Id. 
 40.  Id. 
 41.  Richardson, supra note 30, at 57. 
 42.  Hamza Shaban & Renae Merle, After Wall Street Debut, Spotify Valued at 26.5 Billion, WASH. POST 

(Apr. 3, 2018, 5:03 PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2018/04/02/spotify-ipo/.  
 43.  Richardson, supra note 30, at 57 
 44.  Id. 
 45.  Id. 
 46.  Richardson, supra note 30, at 57. 
 47.  Amy X. Wang, Spotify Hits 180 Million Users — And Loses Even More Money, ROLLING STONE (July 
26, 2018, 1:34 PM), https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-news/spotify-hits-180-million-users-and-loses-
even-more-money-703781/. 
 48.  Id. 
 49.  Id. 
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Streaming Profitable 

Representatives Doug Collins (R-GA) and Hakeem Jeffries (D-NY) introduced the 
original MMA to the House of Representatives in December 2017.50 Under the 2017 
version of the Bill, the MMA sought to implement a blanket licensing system for streaming 
companies.51 

Representative Collins explained that he introduced the bill to allow music licensing 
laws to reflect the music industry’s digitalization and developments concerning streaming 
musical works and sound recordings.52 Representative Jeffries envisioned the MMA would 
require streaming services to pay songwriters and music publishers through a “mechanical 
licensing collective.”53 The MMA passed unanimously in the House of Representatives in 
April 2018.54 

The MMA also seeks to amend Section 115 by requiring the Copyright Royalty Board 
to use the “willing buyer/willing seller” business framework mirroring the model Pandora 
currently uses to set royalty rates rather than the legal standard.55 The “willing 
buyer/willing seller” framework (or the wheel approach) constitutes the intersection point 
between the value a buyer is willing to pay and the value the seller is willing to earn for a 
copyrighted work.56 Advocates for copyright owners push for the “willing buyer/willing 
seller” standard for digital music royalties, so artists can be compensated at the fair market 
value for their work,57 rather than the royalty rates established by legislation and 
government regulation.58 

Copyright rate disputes would also be using the wheel approach under the MMA. The 
“willing buyer/willing seller” framework implements a system in which copyright royalty 
disputes—to determine penalties for copyright infringement—are assigned to a judge in 
the Southern District of New York, rather than allowing the same few judges to decide 
music royalty rates.59 The arbitrary assignment of judges to royalty dispute cases would 
make the cases fact-specific for the royalty dispute at issue, rather than allowing judges to 
rely on precedent and past royalty rates of older cases to adjudicate current royalty disputes 
sanctioning infringement.60 The MMA would prohibit copyright-dispute judges from using 

 

 50.  Ed Christman, Music Modernization Act Introduced in the House of Representatives, with Major Music 
Licensing Reform at Stake, BILLBOARD (Dec. 21, 2017), 
https://www.billboard.com/articles/business/8078543/music-modernization-act-house-of-representatives-
licensing-reform. 
 51.  Id. 
 52.  Id. 
 53.  Id. 
 54.  Brian Haack, Music Modernization Act Passes House of Representative Unanimously, GRAMMY (Apr. 
25, 2018, 2:28 PM), https://www.grammy.com/advocacy/news/music-modernization-act-passes-house-
representatives-unanimously. 
 55.  Christman, supra note 50. 
 56.  Brian Haack, Willing Buyer/Willing Seller Standards Will Help Build a Sustainable Music Economy, 
GRAMMY (Feb. 28, 2018, 4:03 PM), https://www.grammy.com/advocacy/news/willing-buyerwilling-seller-
standards-will-help-build-sustainable-music-economy; see generally CTR. FOR TECH. INNOVATION AT 

BROOKINGS, DIGITAL MUSIC BROADCAST ROYALTIES: THE CASE FOR A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD 5 (2012), 
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/CTI_19_Villasenor.pdf. 
 57.  Haack, supra note 56. 
 58.  Id. 
 59.  Christman, supra note 50. 
 60.  Id. 
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sound recording royalty rates to set music publishing royalty rates, with the hope the judge 
would set rates higher in favor of the music publisher.61 

Congress’s aim to implement a blanket licensing system through the MMA would 
theoretically help companies like Spotify62 who negotiate with copyright owners twice, 
once to play musical works and sound recordings and again to reproduce the work on their 
streaming platform.63 

Following the House of Representatives’ unanimous vote to pass the MMA in April 
2018, the Senate passed their version of the MMA—The Orrin G. Hatch Music 
Modernization Act—on September 18, 2018.64 The Senate’s version of the MMA 
maintained the blanket mechanical licensing system for streaming companies and the 
Mechanical Licensing Collective, which streaming companies fund, comprising of 
songwriters and music publishers who reset royalty rates and ensure rate disputes will be 
heard by rotating judges in the Southern District of New York.65 

Labeled as a bipartisan success,66 the House of Representatives unanimously passed 
the Senate’s version of the MMA on September 25, 2018. On October 11, 2018, President 
Trump signed the MMA into law.67 The legislation is considered a victory for songwriters, 
given their copyrighted works will be properly licensed by streaming companies, and the 
“willing buyer/willing seller” standard will be used to determine rate disputes.68 Spotify 
specifically praised the legislation, claiming the MMA will allow songwriters to be 
compensated for creating works they are passionate about.69 Spotify’s Vice President, 
Horacio Gutierrez, commended the legislation: “The Music Modernization Act is a huge 
step towards making that a reality, modernizing the outdated licensing system to suit the 
digital world we live in. The MMA will benefit the music community and create a more 
transparent and streamlined approach to music licensing and payment for artists.”70 
Streaming companies deem the MMA a benefit to business because when streaming 
companies abide by the MMA, copyright owners are prohibited from filing an infringement 
suit, which applies retroactively from January 1, 2018 to the present.71 

The MMA passed without Congress defining one of the key components of the 
legislation: the Mechanical Licensing Collective (MLC).72 The MLC updates the music 

 

 61.  Id. 
 62.  Id. 
 63.  Christman, supra note 50. 
 64.  Andrew Flanagan, A Music Industry Peace Treaty Passes Unanimously Through Congress, NPR (Sept. 
19, 2018, 5:17 PM), https://www.npr.org/2018/09/19/649611777/a-music-industry-peace-treaty-passes-
unanimously-through-congress. 
 65.  Ed Christman, Music Modernization Act Passes in Senate with Unanimous Support, BILLBOARD (Sept. 
18, 2018), https://www.billboard.com/articles/business/8475876/music-modernization-act-passes-senate-
unanimous-support.  
 66.  Flanagan, supra note 64. 
 67.  Amy X. Wang, Trump Signs Landmark Music Bill into Law, ROLLING STONE (Oct. 11, 2018), 
https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-news/trump-signs-music-modernization-act-736185/. 
 68.  Id. 
 69.  Id. 
 70.  Id. 
 71.  Id. 
 72.  Amy X. Wang, The Music Modernization Act’s Biggest Battle is Still Ahead, ROLLING STONE (Dec. 
27, 2018, 3:24 PM), https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-news/music-modernization-act-congress-mma-
bill-772981/. 
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licensing landscape and will administer the blanket licenses to streaming companies.73 
However, on July 8, 2019, music publishers and songwriters established the MLC.74 

The U.S. Copyright Office delegated the MLC to oversee blanket licenses and administer 
rights to songwriters and publishers under the MMA.75 The MLC’s authority and 
obligations began immediately upon establishment,76 although the MLC will not fully take 
effect until January 2021.77 The MLC’s responsibilities are: “negotiation of a budget with 
the digital streaming services (who, by law, must fund the collective), partnering with a 
vendor to provide administration and matching services, and development of a user portal 
through which publishers and songwriters will be able to manage rights and royalties.”78 
The National Music Publishers’ Association, the Nashville Songwriters Association 
International, and the Songwriters of North America support the MLC.79 Alisa Coleman, 
Chief Operations Officer of the late Allen Klein’s musical holdings (including the Rolling 
Stones’ early catalogue), is the serving chairperson for the MLC.80 

MLC’s board consists of several music publishing executives and  SVP and EVPs for 
Peermusic, Sony/ATV, and Warner Bros. Records, songwriters, producers, and the Co-
CEO of Pulse Music Group.81 Other board members include the EVP and CFO of Warner 
Chapell, Universal Music Publishing’s chief counsel, Concord’s VP of Legal and Business 
Affairs, and the General Manager for the former Big Machine Music Label.82 

The Music Licensing Collective, said “buildup black-box”83 royalty payments would 
not be distributed before 2023.84 This pronouncement clarifies language in the MMA 
saying, “the first such distribution [of black-box royalties] shall occur on or after January 
1 of the second full calendar year to commence after the license availability date.”85 These 
2023 payment disbursements will repay songwriters dating back from 2014, whose royalty 
payments built up with no disbursement because “digital music services . . . are unable to 
match compositions to recordings, either due to poor or inadequate metadata or a lack of 
registration by DIY indie artists and songwriters with the Copyright Office.”86 

F. Taylor Swift’s Contract with Universal Music Group Indicates Copyright Owners are 

 

 73.  Id. 
       74.    Designation of Music Licensing Collective and Digital Licensee Coordinator, COPYRIGHT OFFICE 
(July 8, 2019), https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/07/08/2019-14376/designation-of-music-
licensing-collective-and-digital-licensee-coordinator.   
 75.  Roy Trakin, Who Are the Powerhouse Music Execs on the Mechanical Licensing Collective, VARIETY 
(July 8, 2019, 1:49 PM), https://variety.com/2019/biz/news/who-are-publishing-execs-mechanical-licensing-
collective-1203261510/. 
 76.  Id. 
 77.  Id. 
 78.  Id. 
 79.  Id. 
 80.  Trakin, supra note 75. 
 81.  Id. 
 82.  Id. 
 83.  See infra Part III.B. (describing royalties paid to publishers as a “black box” of royalties). 
 84.  Ed Christman, House Judiciary Hearing on Copyright Office Reviews Music Modernization Act, Black 
Box Royalty Concerns, BILLBOARD (June 26, 2019), 
https://www.billboard.com/articles/business/8517787/house-judiciary-hearing-on-copyright-office-music-
modernization-act. 
 85.  Id. 
 86.  Id. 
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Beginning to Negotiate Streaming Revenues with Record Labels 

Taylor Swift, via Instagram, announced she was leaving her original label, Big 
Machine Records, for Universal Music Group.87 In addition to ownership of her future 
master recordings with Universal, Swift negotiated for “any sale of their Spotify shares [to] 
result in a distribution of money to their artists, non-recoupable.”88 Swift asserted 
Universal agreed to her terms, and “[Universal] believe[s] [what they pay artists] will be 
much better terms than paid out previously by other major labels.”89 

In March 2018, before the deal with Swift and before Spotify’s entrance on the New 
York Stock Exchange, Universal contracted for shares with Spotify, ultimately owning 
3.5%—worth around $1 billion—of the company.90 Universal claimed there would be a 
share sale of the Universal-owned Spotify stock, and artists would have a “share in the 
proceeds,” although no official plans were made.91 Swift’s deal solidified Universal’s 
promise to all artists at Universal, including artists “in the red with [Universal] for 
unrecovered advances.”92 

Taylor Swift noted in her Instagram post the payments to other Universal artists from 
Universal’s ownership in Spotify “meant more to [her] than any other deal point.”93 Taylor 
previously championed for creators’ rights when she wrote a letter to Apple Music before 
its debut as a company, arguing for artists to be paid for the music subscribers streamed, 
influencing Apple to compensate copyright owners.94 Part  IV, Sections E. and F, of  this 
Note will examine how artists should model Swift’s strategy. 

III. ANALYSIS 

A. The Inconsistences of the MMA 

The MMA is a step toward updating music licensing laws.95 The MMA will 
implement a blanket licensing system, so interactive streaming companies do not have to 
negotiate twice for the same musical work, instead negotiating with the songwriter for the 
mechanical license and the sound recording rights association for the public performance 
license.96 However, the MMA could be interpreted differently. The following 
interpretation is vehemently opposed by songwriters and music publishers.97 

 

 87.  Taylor Swift (@taylorswift), INSTAGRAM (Nov. 19, 2018), 
https://www.instagram.com/p/BqXgDJBlz7d/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link. 
 88.  Id. 
 89.  Id. 
 90.  Amy X. Wang, Taylor Swift’s New Record Deal Affects Thousands of Other Musicians, ROLLING 

STONE (Nov. 19, 2018, 4:56 PM), https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-news/taylor-swift-universal-
republic-deal-spotify-758102/. 
 91.  Id. 
 92.  Id. (contrasting Sony and Warner’s policies regarding payments from their Spotify stock and the 
distribution of said stock payments or lack thereof to their artists: “Sony gave those terms to its artists when it 
cashed out in Spotify shares earlier this year, but Warner declined to ignore artist balances, meaning that much of 
the money Warner gave out just went back to the label.”). 
 93.  Swift, supra note 87; Wang, supra note 90. 
 94.  Wang, supra note 90. 
 95.  See supra Part II.D. 
 96.  Id. 
 97.  Eriq Gardner, The Justice Department Quietly Backs Away from a Hard Line on Music Licensing, 
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1. MMA Legislation Could Be Interpreted to Offer “Full-Works” Licensing Only Because 
of Congress’s Attitude Toward Consent Decrees 

A consent decree is an agreement between BMI or ASCAP (the two major 
performance rights organizations or PROs)98 and the government, which regulates the 
responsibilities a PRO has to its licensees, regulates the PRO’s relationship with 
composers, songwriters, and publishers, and creates a rate dispute court adjudicating cases 
regarding copyright disputes and violations of the licensing agreement.99 Consent decrees 
were authorized after lawsuits between the Department of Justice (DOJ) and ASCAP and 
BMI in 1941.100 The lawsuits stemmed from litigation between both PROs because the 
PROs were worried about each other’s competitive space in the market after each had 
obtained expansive public performance rights held by the members in ASCAP and BMI.101 
The DOJ asserted “full-works licensing” was required under the consent decree,102 
meaning a work could be licensed only if a songwriter and producer were from the same 
publishing house.103 The performance rights associations could not have a fractional 
license in the copyrighted work.104 Only “full works,” i.e. copyrighted works in which 
songwriters and producers use the same publisher—BMI or ASCAP for example105—
could be licensed.106 Semi-recently, the DOJ reviewed consent decrees107 in light of the 
digital music era, but decided to keep the outdated decrees.108 

This framework could be interpreted to understand the MMA, except the DOJ could 
decide a blanket license for mechanical and public performance rights would have to be 
from the same copyright owner. This interpretation would be consistent with the MMA’s 
aim for interactive streaming companies to negotiate one time to license a musical work, 
but would be inconsistent with the MMA’s goal to compensate songwriters and music 
publishers for the work they create and copyright.109 The MMA does not assert against this 
interpretation, and thereby creates an ambiguity in the legislation. 

B. Policy Issues Regarding the MMA  

The MMA fails to achieve one of the legislators’ important aims: to compensate 
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songwriters appropriately for the work they create and copyright.110 The MMA seeks to 
regulate streaming companies’ activities, but does not determine how music publishers 
handle the additional royalties streaming companies will pay out for an artist or producer’s 
copyrighted works.111 Ensuring a blanket licensing system does eliminate numerous 
requirements streaming companies have to follow to distribute music on their platform and 
standardizes who to pay mechanical and public performance royalties to.112 However, the 
MMA only dictates what streaming companies have to do, i.e. obtain the appropriate 
blanket licenses and pay the music publisher or songwriter for every stream.113 The MMA 
does not determine how music publishers and record labels should act in regard to 
streaming royalties.114 

Music publishers assert if a songwriter does not file a claim for royalties within 36 
months of performance, “100% of the royalties from those streams will instead be paid to 
the top publishers (and some of their biggest writers) via the world’s largest ‘black box’ of 
royalties.”115 A songwriter or producer is on uneven footing with dominant publishing 
houses when they are forced to file a claim for rights to their work, while the publishing 
house is likely to receive these royalties regardless.116 The MMA updates music licensing 
laws, forcing streaming companies to comply with copyright law.117 However, the MMA 
does not ensure the royalties will be paid to the correct person; instead it only ensures these 
new royalties will exist, indicating the legislation will not fix the problems with artist 
compensation because streaming companies and record labels are already not distributing 
royalties properly. 

C. Spotify’s Relationship with Copyright Law 

Spotify, an interactive streaming service, has a complicated business model because 
Spotify has to negotiate with a plethora of international copyright owners involving several 
record labels.118 Spotify does not always obtain mechanical licenses, and thus does not 
always pay mechanical royalties.119 Since 2015, Spotify was involved in several class-
action lawsuits because of the inevitable infringement claims resulting from not obtaining 
mechanical licenses.120 Such judicial action suggests Spotify’s initial business model was 
“infringe now, apologize later.”121 Spotify’s infringement is not necessarily willful or 
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intentional. Rather, as Spotify explained to the U.S. Copyright Office, Spotify has 
“difficulty in identifying and locating the co-authors of each of the tens of millions of 
copyrighted musical works throughout its streaming platform.”122 

In their lawsuits, Spotify suggested the streaming service does not need to obtain 
mechanical licenses and pay mechanical royalties.123 This argument suggests Spotify 
chooses not to obtain mechanical licenses to avoid monetary loss,124 under the guise they 
are a non-interactive streaming service, as well as because of the lack of data to match 
every musical work with the appropriate songwriters. 

Spotify contends they are paying enough to record labels—nearly $2 billion in 2014—
and the record label should distribute the royalties to the deserving artists, songwriters, and 
producers accordingly.125 The issue is Spotify expects record labels to pay out existing 
royalties to the appropriate parties, and the record label is also preoccupied with remaining 
profitable. If Spotify is not paying the royalties they are lawfully required to pay, then 
record labels are receiving less royalty payments and are likely not going to pay the 
appropriate royalties to the songwriter. 

Spotify’s “infringe now, pay later” practice is so well-known, Epiq, created a service 
for any copyright owner who may have had their work infringed by Spotify between 2012 
and 2017, as a result of a class action suit filed against Spotify for failing to obtain 
mechanical licenses.126 The court in the class action suit did not determine if Spotify 
willfully infringed, but recognized infringement did happen on Spotify’s behalf.127 Spotify 
likely decided obtaining half the licenses they needed to operate lawfully and settling with 
copyright owners bringing suits limited their expenses, compared to obtaining both public 
performance licenses and mechanical licenses as required by copyright law.128 

D. Wixen v. Spotify Addresses Spotify’s “Infringe Now, Pay Later” Model, and Spotify 
Settles with Copyright Owners Out of Court 

In their complaint against Spotify, Wixen Publishing House attacks Spotify for not 
obtaining the proper licenses.129 Wixen asserts Spotify took a “short cut”130 by launching 
in the United States, knowing they had not applied for mechanical licenses despite 
Spotify’s “vast music library of over 30 million popular songs from all genres and types of 
artists.”131 Wixen requested Spotify operate lawfully and obtain both public performance 
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and mechanical licenses.132 Wixen Publishing believes Spotify should pay $150,000 per 
willful infringement.133 Wixen likely opted out of the settlement because the court did not 
determine Spotify willfully infringed, despite Spotify not obtaining mechanical licenses 
with the knowledge they are an interactive streaming service.134 Wixen withdrew from the 
class-action suit because the music publishing company believed the class action suit 
would not result in proper compensation for Spotify’s infringement.135 Wixen filed their 
complaint in December 2017, after opting out of a Spotify class action suit, to garner more 
royalties and to combat any preemption by the MMA, which limits lawsuits for mechanical 
royalties.136 Wixen filed the suit against Spotify before Congress passed the MMA because 
the legislation seemingly bars suits against streaming companies in favor of a blanket 
licensing system and database clearly indicating which owners actually own copyrighted 
works.137 

Wixen Publishing and Spotify settled their lawsuit on December 29, 2018 regarding 
Spotify playing Wixen’s copyrighted material without mechanical licenses.138 The Wixen 
settlement continues Spotify’s trend of settling cases for copyright infringement, without 
necessarily calling on Spotify to obtain mechanical licenses. 

E. Spotify Incentivizes Record Labels to Accept Lower Royalty Payments in Exchange for 
Equity in Spotify 

Given Spotify’s business practices139 and their arguments in class-action suits,140 
record labels should also be filing suits demanding royalties owed to them and the artists, 
producers, and songwriters they represent. However, in a leaked contract with Sony, 
Spotify negotiated with Sony for its entire catalogue in exchange for millions of dollars in 
advance payments in 2011.141 Spotify contracted with Sony before Spotify profited or paid 
any royalties to any copyright owners,142 and the money was eliminated from Spotify’s 
gross revenue.143 The contract also allowed for revenue share fees of 60% for Spotify’s 
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monthly gross revenue “multiplied by Sony Music’s percentage of overall streams,”144 and 
the opportunity to amass royalties on a user and subscriber basis.145 

The Spotify-Sony contract is just one example of Spotify negotiating with one record 
label. The other major labels, Warner Music Group and Universal Music Group, likely 
have advance payment contracts also, meaning a large sum of money streaming companies 
make and should use to distribute royalties are lost to record labels profiting from deals 
with the streaming company.146 Record labels are indifferent to infringement because the 
labels likely have already profited.147 The contracts streaming companies make with Sony, 
Universal, and Warner negate the copyright protections Congress constructed which 
incentivizes artists, producers, and songwriters to create. Streaming companies essentially 
give record labels equity in the streaming company in exchange for lower royalty rates and 
unofficial approval to infringe copyrighted works.148 

The MMA does not speak to the contracts between streaming companies and record 
labels, and the opportunities for a record label’s stake in a streaming company.149 Despite 
streaming companies obtaining one license under the MMA, record labels will likely 
continue negotiating with streaming companies for exclusive content, company shares, and 
lower royalty rates.150 The MMA was a needed update to music licensing laws. However, 
because streaming companies negotiated with record labels for equity in the company, 
issues with artist compensation will likely continue in music’s digital era.151 

F. The Record Label’s Role in the Digital Era as a Powerful Middleman between the 
Copyright Owner and Streaming Company 

Prior to music’s digital era, a record label and artist had a similar interest: to sell the 
most records.152 However, in music’s digital era, the artists’ and the labels’ interests are 
seemingly more polarized.153 After the internet dominated the way music was consumed, 
album sales declined, and artists began making more money from “touring, publishing, and 
merchandising.”154 

Artists now enter into 360 deals with a record label, in which the record label oversees 
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virtually all parts of the artists’ career.155 In a 360 deal, or a “multiple rights agreement,” 
the record label has a right to a portion of all the revenue an artist generates.156 Record 
labels take 10%–35% of artists’ non-music sale induced revenue.157 The record label aims 
to profit from as much of artists’ work as possible, “at the expense of the artists,” which 
led to record labels offering artists’ works to streaming companies at a reduced rate in 
exchange for stock in the streaming company.158 Courts do not interfere with the equity-
royalty deals because the artist and record labels create contractual agreements governing 
this revenue, rather than copyright law governing these deals for stock in streaming 
companies.159 

Artists’ social media use and branding has lessened the power of record labels because 
artists no longer need a record label to brand themselves.160 Yet, record labels are earning 
more revenue for artist representation given the 360 contracts.161 Thus, a record label is 
less important for an artist to build their brand.162 However, record labels still withhold 
and offer reduced royalties, while benefitting from tour profits and acting deals, at the cost 
of the artist.163 

IV. RECOMMENDATION 

A. Spotify’s “Infringe Now, Pay Later” Business Model Indicates the MMA was a Much-
Needed Update to Copyright Law 

Spotify operating on an infringement basis for seven years164 indicates the statutory 
scheme for music licensing was improper and outdated.165 Companies should not disregard 
the copyright statutory scheme. Infringement by streaming companies lessens the integrity 
of copyright laws, which undermines America’s legal system. Congress recognized the 
issues with the copyright statutory scheme, coupled with streaming companies not 
obtaining the needed music licenses, and appropriately passed the MMA. 

B. Legislation Is a Step Toward Updating Musical Licensing Laws, but Will Not Fix or 
Regulate Major Problems Between Streaming Companies, Artists, and Labels 

Passing the MMA is a positive step for copyright law in the music industry.166 A 
blanket licensing system makes it easier for streaming companies to negotiate with 
copyright owners one time, rather than several times.167 Arbitrary judges adjudicating 
copyright disputes while determining royalties independent from sound recording royalty 
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rates will likely compensate copyright owners filing suit after their work was infringed.168 
However, the MMA does not address issues with record labels and equity in a 

streaming company.169 The MMA also does not address the record label pocketing profit 
meant for the copyright owner.170 Record labels receive advance payments from streaming 
companies. The streaming service then plays the copyrighted material of the artist, whom 
the label represents, without doling out traditional royalties or obtaining mechanical 
licenses. 

Contract law and remedies would be better suited to protect artists and copyright 
owners from record labels withholding compensation: like facilitating negotiations 
between streaming companies and copyright owners to license works, and filing lawsuits 
for breach of those agreements made, in addition to infringement claims. 

C. Record Labels Should Contract with Their Artists for Fair Compensation 

Statutes regulate copyrighted material.171 The current statutory scheme regulates 
streaming companies and their duties to compensate copyright owners.172 This practice 
should continue, so artists are compensated for the work they create. The current scheme 
does not explain how a record label and artist should contract to ensure the artist is properly 
compensated.173 

Music publishers (the record label) have seemingly monopolized the industry by 
consolidating into three major labels, Universal, Sony, and Warner.174 The labels make 
money through the copyright owners (usually the artist and songwriter) they represent. As 
an agent to the artist, the label distributes the copyrighted work to streaming companies 
and receives the royalty payments from the streaming company, keeping some of the 
royalties for itself.175 Labels receiving advance payments are keeping those entire 
payments, despite streaming companies asserting the advanced payments are the payments 
in place of mechanical royalties to the copyright owner.176 

However, the hiccups with artist compensation could likely be regulated via contract 
law. Contract law would be applicable to ensure labels are compensating artists if the label 
chooses to receive advance payments or have equity in a streaming company. However, 
boilerplate contracts are seemingly common in the music industry,177 which gives labels 
greater bargaining power. 

Revenue-generating artists should use their profit-making leverage with the company 
to obtain their master recordings (or portions of the value) and share their royalties via 
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equity with other artists at the label.178 This process would open potential opportunities for 
artists to sign with labels (like UMG’s deal with Taylor Swift) that adopt a dispersing 
equity standard, giving artists some leverage to request equity-derived royalties for other 
artists.179 

D. Contract Law Is a More Efficient Legal Tool for Compensation Issues in the Digital 
Music Era 

Contract law remedies are more efficient for a copyright owner to recover if their 
work is infringed or played illegally. A copyright owner would merely need to file a claim 
and wait for their day in the court for their issue to be heard. 

Contract law would also be more applicable to artist compensation issues because 
contract law is more adaptable to changes in the industry.180 Statute-based remedies 
typically take a long time to have the force of law because the statute needs to be drafted, 
the Senate and the House need to vote on it, and, if it passes both chambers, the President 
will need to sign the bill. Congress cannot anticipate changes in the music industry or 
technology. Given that the last copyright update was in 1976, creating a statutory scheme 
for a rapidly-changing music industry is not feasible.181 

The music industry changed briskly and will likely continue to do so with 
technological advances.182 Contract law will efficiently apply to artist compensation 
issues, complimented by copyright protections for creating musical works. 

E. Artists and Labels Should Negotiate Equity Interests in Streaming Companies Before 
the Artist Signs with the Label 

Negotiating royalty payments through a contract will allow more options for artists to 
maximize their protection from potential infringement of their work.183 With the passage 
of the MMA, it is uncertain whether record labels will receive advance payouts in exchange 
for the streaming company to distribute the copyrighted work. The royalty board should 
not take advance payments in exchange for royalties because the blanket licensing system 
under the MMA ensured negotiating for both the performance and distribution right of a 
copyrighted work would be easier.184 However, if the record labels profit from their equity 
in streaming companies, the relationship is likely to continue. If record labels do contract 
with streaming companies for early royalty payouts, record labels should be limited in their 
“freedom of contract” right by being required to pay a certain percentage of royalty payouts 
to artists at their label. 
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F. Taylor Swift’s Deal with Universal Music Group and Equity Sharing Should Serve as 
an Industry Standard in Music’s Digital Age 

Revenue-driving artists should negotiate to spread their royalties via equity payments 
to under-compensated artists at the record label. Taylor Swift, using her status as a 
“revenue-driving”185 copyright owner to advocate for better compensation to creators, 
should be the standard going forward to accommodate for the MMA’s oversight 
concerning record labels and their stock in streaming companies. Well-known artists would 
need to be willing to give their portion of royalties via equity from their record label’s stock 
to better compensate artists across the label, giving artists and creators the proper 
bargaining power to sign with labels and earn royalties. 

A way to incentivize a revenue-generating artist to do this would be to sign or contract 
with an artist, granting the artist greater ownership shares—or complete ownership—of 
their future master recordings. Recent developments indicate Taylor Swift’s ability to 
obtain her future master recordings with Universal is atypical—but should not be—in the 
music industry: “Many artists do not own or control their recordings or the copyrights 
associated with them, which does not prevent them from making money through sales or 
streaming royalties.”186 Revenue-generating artists like Swift usually do not even own the 
copyrights to their entire catalogues, as evidenced by agent Scooter Braun buying Big 
Machine Records—which includes Swift’s master recordings from her first six albums.187 
A master recording, the first recording of a musical work,188 is usually the property of the 
record label, which generates substantial revenue because of the value of the first 
recording.189 Thus, offering artists with a lot of leverage (because of the revenue they 
generate) their master recordings should incentivize them to disperse their royalties, 
because they will likely earn more from their master recordings. 

However, some artists, like Swift, genuinely believe in protecting copyrights and their 
work, and may be incentivized to give their royalty payments to other artists for the sake 
of creating. These artists realize greater compensation is likely generated by touring, 
merchandising, and branding.190 Some artists could be incentivized by being recognized 
as a champion for copyright practices in the streaming era, like Swift was with Apple Music 
in 2015.191 In 2019, Swift continues to champion artist control of their own work, this time 
for herself, by announcing she will re-record her first five albums beginning November 
2020.192 

Record labels could negotiate for a trickle-down effect in music royalties. The 
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revenue-driving artists create profit for the record label, which the label is required to 
divide between itself, the revenue-generating artists, and the other artists at the label. In 
return, revenue-generating artists sign and brand with the label, while the label maintains 
an ownership interest in the revenue-generating artists’ work and retains equity in 
streaming companies. In the digital era, with streaming companies shaping music 
consumption, the copyright owner should have power similarly held by record labels to 
determine their compensation, along with the rights derived to artists through the MMA’s 
blanket licensing system.193 

V. CONCLUSION 

In the digital music era, copyright laws were updated with the MMA’s passage. The 
MMA requires a blanket licensing system, a wheel approach to rate disputes, and the 
“willing buyer/willing seller” standard to settle copyright infringement claims. 

The MMA should regulate streaming companies “infringe now, pay later” business 
models. However, the MMA is not the answer to under-compensation issues for copyright 
owners. Spotify, the largest streaming company in the world, allows record labels to take 
stock in the company in exchange for royalties or access to the label’s catalogue. Other 
streaming services likely have similar contracts with other record labels. The MMA does 
not address this issue of negotiated shares between record labels and streaming companies. 

This Note suggests a new industry standard should be adopted to correct the omission 
from the MMA regarding record labels with stock ownership. Copyright owners and record 
labels should mirror the UMG and Taylor Swift deal, ensuring payments stemming from a 
revenue-driving artist’s royalties are dispersed, via stock, to all artists at the label. In the 
digital music age, power needs to shift from the record label to the copyright owner to 
ensure both the copyright owner and the streaming company remain profitable. 

 

 193.  See, e.g., Swift, supra note 87. 


